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Abstract

The Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) has a long tradition in
cognitive models of language processing. More recently, gated
recurrent networks have been proposed that often outperform
the SRN on natural language processing tasks. Here, we in-
vestigate whether two types of gated networks perform better
as cognitive models of sentence reading than SRNs, beyond
their advantage as language models. This will reveal whether
the filtering mechanism implemented in gated networks corre-
sponds to an aspect of human sentence processing. We train
a series of language models differing only in the cell types of
their recurrent layers. We then compute word surprisal values
for stimuli used in self-paced reading, eye-tracking, and elec-
troencephalography experiments, and quantify the surprisal
values’ fit to experimental measures that indicate human sen-
tence reading effort. While the gated networks provide better
language models, they do not outperform their SRN counter-
part as cognitive models when language model quality is equal
across network types. Our results suggest that the different
architectures are equally valid as models of human sentence
processing.
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Introduction

In psycholinguistics, the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN;

Elman, 1990) has been a popular (and reasonably success-

ful) neural architecture for modeling aspects of human sen-

tence processing, and it remains so to this day (Brouwer,

Crocker, Venhuizen, & Hoeks, 2017; Frank, Otten, Galli, &

Vigliocco, 2015; Rabovsky, Hansen, & McClelland, 2018;

Twomey, Chang, & Ambridge, 2014, to name just a few re-

cent examples). However, it has been known since the late

1990s that the SRN struggles to integrate information over

many classification steps, due to what is referred to as the

vanishing gradient problem (Hochreiter, 1998).

This problem was addressed by neural network mod-

els containing recurrent units that have gates with trained

weights, such as the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU; Bahdanau,

Cho, & Bengio, 2015) and the Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) network. The

gating mechanism implemented in GRUs and LSTMs con-

trols the flow of information in the recurrent cell, allowing

the cells to memorise information over time, forget it when

adequate, and to determine the weighting of old and new in-

put. While the principles of the two architectures are sim-

ilar, the GRU can be regarded as a more lightweight varia-

tion on the LSTM, making use of only two gates and a single

hidden state, whereas the LSTM architecture provides three

gates and introduces an additional memory state.

Gated networks outperform SRNs on several NLP tasks.

For example, LSTMs perform more accurately than SRNs on

number agreement (Linzen, Dupoux, & Goldberg, 2016) and

conversational speech recognition (Xiong et al., 2017). In the

current study, we investigate how well gated networks per-

form as cognitive models of human sentence processing com-

pared to the traditional SRN. We model human word-level

processing effort by using recurrent neural networks as prob-

abilistic language models that estimate the predictability of

words in context.

For the language modeling problem, the ability to make ef-

fective use of more of the words in the prior sequence can

be expected to pose a crucial advantage of a gated recurrent

network compared to the SRN. For instance, the processing

of long-term dependencies has been proposed as one aspect

of natural language processing addressed more adequately by

gated networks than by SRNs (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Be-

cause gated networks are designed for long-distance encod-

ing, they may also be superior cognitive models: The filter-

ing mechanism implemented by the gates may mirror an as-

pect of human sentence processing. For example, it is known

that humans read the word or faster when they processed the

word either in the prior sequence of words, demonstrating

their ability to remember dependencies between words across

long spans (Staub & Clifton Jr., 2006). Gated networks may

reflect this human behaviour more accurately than SRNs by

assigning lower surprisal to the word or even when the corre-

sponding either is distant.

Although LSTMs and GRUs have already been applied to

account for human language performance measures (Futrell

et al., 2019; Goodkind & Bicknell, 2018; Gulordava, Bo-

janowski, Grave, Linzen, & Baroni, 2018; Hahn & Keller,

2016; McCoy, Frank, & Linzen, 2018; Sakaguchi, Duh, Post,

& Durme, 2017; Van Schijndel & Linzen, 2018a, 2018b), the

question remains whether they form more accurate cognitive

processing models than traditional SRNs, beyond what might

be expected from their stronger language modeling abilities.

In the current study, we directly compare three recurrent

neural network (RNN) language model architectures (SRNs,

GRUs, and LSTMs) on their ability to predict human reading

data collected in self-paced reading, eye-tracking, and elec-

troencephalography experiments. If the mechanisms imple-
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mented in GRUs and LSTMs correspond to cognitive mecha-

nisms applied during sentence comprehension, we would ex-

pect predictions by these models to fit human reading data

more closely than predictions by SRNs, over and above any

advantage that GRUs/LSTMs might have because of their su-

periority as language models. Conversely, if the cognitive

system does not apply anything like a gating mechanism, the

SRN may simulate human language processing more closely

than GRUs and LSTMs do. In that case, the SRN may predict

human processing data more accurately than gated RNNs that

are matched for language model quality.

Method1

To determine whether or not LSTMs and GRUs outperform

SRNs as cognitive models of sentence processing, we train

three different kinds of RNN language models, each using

one of the three recurrent cell types. We evaluate the mod-

els by assessing the predictive power of the surprisal values

they assign to stimuli used in three experiments of humans

sentence reading.

Human processing data

We assess how well each RNN language model’s word sur-

prisal values predict human cognitive processing effort during

sentence reading, as measured in self-paced reading (SPR),

eye-tracking (ET), and electroencephalography (EEG) exper-

iments. The SPR and ET data come from Frank, Monsalve,

Thompson, and Vigliocco (2013) and the EEG data from

Frank et al. (2015).

In all three experiments, participants read English sen-

tences sampled from unpublished novels. All sentences are

understandable out of their context in the novels. A sub-

set of the sentences were used in the ET and EEG experi-

ments; these were the shortest sentences (maximum length:

15 words) of those from the SPR study. Table 1 displays the

numbers of participants and stimuli, along with ranges and

means of sentence length for each of the three data sets. Im-

portantly, we make sure that all word types in the stimuli are

attested for in the training data, meaning that the language

models do not encounter words for the first time when ap-

plied to the stimuli.

For this study, we select a single variable from each dataset

that is indicative of human processing cost: Reading time

(RT) from the SPR data, gaze duration (a.k.a. first-pass read-

ing time) from the ET data, and N400 size from the EEG

data set. We follow the insight that reading times reflect

the cognitive effort the reader needs to employ during lan-

guage processing (Levy, 2008). Reflecting this idea, the

N400 event-related potential amplitude indicates processing

effort on lexico-semantic levels (Kutas, Van Petten, & Kluen-

der, 2006; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Earlier research has

already demonstrated that these dependent variables, from

these particular data sets, indeed correlate with word surprisal

1All code and data is available at https://github.com/
caurnhammer/AurnhammerFrank CogSci2019

values (SPR: Monsalve, Frank, & Vigliocco, 2012; ET: Frank

& Thompson, 2012; EEG: Frank et al., 2015).

Network architectures

Our RNN architecture consists of a 400-unit word embed-

ding layer, a 500-unit recurrent layer, a 400-unit feed-forward

layer with tanh activation function, and a final layer with log-

softmax activation function, which maps to the vocabulary.

We do not use pre-trained word embeddings. Rather, the

weights of the embedding layer that transforms the vocabu-

lary items to real-valued word vectors are learned during the

next-word prediction task, along with the rest of the network

weights. The model architectures only differ in that their re-

current layers use either SRN, LSTM, or GRU cells.

Training corpus

As training data for the language models we use section 13

of the English version of the Corpora from the Web (COW,

2014 version; Schäfer, 2015). This corpus consists of ran-

domly ordered sentences collected from web pages. From

this section, the 10,000 most frequent word types are selected

as our model’s vocabulary. One hundred and three word types

that appear in the experimental stimuli (see Section on Hu-

man Processing Data) but are not yet covered in the vocabu-

lary are added, resulting in a final vocabulary size of 10,103

word types. After determining the vocabulary, we select those

sentences from the initial COW section that contain only in-

vocabulary word types, thus also covering the low-frequency

words in the experimental stimuli. We follow this strategy to

avoid having to use a (cognitively implausible) UNKNOWN-

type. Furthermore, we only keep sentences with a maximum

length of 39 words, which corresponds to the longest sen-

tence in the experimental stimuli (not counting punctuation

as words). We remove a small number of sentences to arrive

at a final selection that contains 6,470,000 training sentences

and consists of 94,422,754 tokens in total.

Although this training set and vocabulary size is relatively

small by current standards, note that our aim here is not to

construct the best possible language model, and not even to

provide the most accurate account of human sentence pro-

cessing effort. Rather, we investigate whether RNN architec-

tures differ in their ability to predict human data.

Network training

We train the networks on one sentence at a time to let model

training resemble human language processing and acquisi-

tion. Further, we reset the hidden state of the recurrent cells

to zero for each new sentence. From the network’s log-

probability output at each step, the loss function computes

the negative log-likelihood. Based on this loss, we optimise

the network weights using stochastic gradient descent with

momentum (0.9) and an initial learning rate of 0.0025. After

each third of the training data, we reduce the learning rate to

half of its prior value. As precaution to the exploding gradient

problem (Bengio, Simard, & Frasconi, 1994), we clip gradi-

ents at 0.25. The error is always back-propagated through the
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Table 1: Numbers of participants, number of sentences, range of sentence length, mean sentence length, number of word tokens,

and number of data points (after exclusion; see Section Stage 1: Predicting human data from surprisal) in the human sentence

reading data sets. In the SPR experiment, each participant received a random subset of the 361 possible sentences (see Frank et

al., 2013, for details).

Exp. Part. Sent. Range sent. len. Mean sent. len. Tokens Data points

SPR 54 361 5–39 14.1 4957 132,858

ET 35 205 5–15 9.4 1931 28,970

EEG 24 205 5–15 9.4 1931 24,618

entire sentence.

To account for random variation in model performance that

is solely due the initial weights and training sentence presen-

tation order, we train each RNN type six times, each time

with different random initial weights (uniformly distributed

between ±0.1; with initial biases 0) and a different random

order of sentence presentation. However, for each training

repetition, the same initial weights (for connections that cor-

respond between architectures) and the same presentation or-

ders are applied across the three recurrent cell architectures.

Hence, the only difference between the RNN types is in the

architectures of their recurrent cells.

Language model evaluation

We evaluate the performance at the nine different training cor-

pus sizes by computing the perplexity on the unseen experi-

mental stimulus sentences. Perplexity is computed as

PPL = e−|W |−1 ∑w∈W logP(w)
,

where |W | is the number of word tokens in the experimen-

tal sentences. Lower perplexity results from language models

that assign higher probabilities to the test data. Perplexity

thus expresses the extent to which a language model captures

the statistical structures of the data that are useful to predict-

ing the next word, irrespective of the extent to which this is

helpful for explaining human sentence processing measures.

Statistical model evaluation

The RNN models’ ability to account for the human process-

ing data is evaluated in two stages, as explained in more detail

below. First, we compute surprisal for the experimental test

items. Surprisal is computed as

surprisal(wt) =− log P(wt |w1, ...,wt−1).

and formalises the extent to which occurrence of a word wt is

unexpected, given a sequence of preceding words w1, ...,wt−1

(Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008). The reading-time and N400 mea-

sures on each word are regressed on each model’s surprisal

estimates resulting in a collection of goodness-of-fit mea-

sures. Next, we assess the relation between each RNN type’s

goodness-of-fit and its quality as a language model.

Stage 1: Predicting human data from surprisal Each in-

dividual RNN generates surprisal estimates for each word of

the 361 stimuli sentences. The surprisal values are obtained

after training the network on 1K, 3K, 10K, 30K, 100K, 300K,

1M, 3M, and all 6.47M sentences. This procedure allows to

observe how the goodness-of-fit to human data develops as a

function of language model quality, which steadily increases

with the amount of observed training data. In summary, we

have 9 (points during training) × 6 (training repetitions) × 3

(RNN types) = 162 sets of surprisal values to compare to the

SPR times, gaze durations, and N400 sizes.

The predictive power of each set of surprisal values is as-

sessed by means of linear mixed effects regression, using

the MixedModels package2 (v0.18.1) for Julia (Bezanson,

Edelman, Karpinski, & Shah, 2017). First, a baseline model

was fitted to each of the three human data sets. The aim of

this baseline is to factor out the effects of the most imporant

variables known to affect reading times and N400 sizes and

thus be left with an effect of surprisal that is as isolated as

possible.

The dependent variables self-paced reading times and gaze

durations are log-transformed. In the EEG data, N400 size is

analysed as defined by Frank et al. (2015): the average poten-

tial on central-parietal electrodes over a 300–500ms window

after word onset.

The baseline models include as fixed effects: log-

transformed word frequency in the training corpus, word

length (number of characters) and word position in the sen-

tence. For the SPR and ET data, we also enter the previ-

ous word’s frequency and length into the analysis to account

for spillover effects that are known to affect reading times

(Rayner, 1998). Moreover, we add previous-word RT (log-

transformed) to the SPR analysis to address the high corre-

lation between consecutive word RTs that typically occurs in

the SPR paradigm; and to the ET analysis we add a binary

factor indicating whether the previous word was fixated. For

the EEG analysis, we enter baseline activity (i.e., the average

electrode potential in the 100ms leading up to word onset)

into the regression. All interactions between the fixed effects

are also included. Furthermore, there are by-subject and by-

item (word token) random intercepts and by-subject random

slopes of all fixed-effect predictors.

We exclude data on sentence-initial and -final words, words

attached to a comma, and clitics. Furthermore, participants

are removed from the analysis if they are not native English

2github.com/dmbates/MixedModels.jl
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speakers or scored less than 80% correct on the yes/no com-

prehension questions that were presented for approximately

half the sentence stimuli. In addition, SPR and ET data points

are removed on words directly following a comma or clitic,

and when reading times are below 50ms or over 3500ms. For

the EEG data, we exclude artefacts as identified by Frank et

al. (2015).

The goodness-of-fit of each set of surprisal values for each

human data set equals the log-likelihood ratio (decrease in

regression model deviance) between the baseline and a re-

gression model that additionally includes surprisal as both a

fixed effect and by-subject random slope. For the SPR and ET

analyses, the previous word’s surprisal is also added (again as

fixed and random effects) in order to capture spillover effects.

The resulting values are χ2-statistics, with 2 degrees of free-

dom for the EEG data and 4 degrees of freedom for the two

reading-time data sets. We further add a negative sign to the

χ2-statistics to indicate effects in the negative-going direc-

tion, that is, when higher surprisal results in shorter reading

times or smaller (less negative) N400 size.

Stage 2: Predicting goodness-of-fit from language model

accuracy Networks that form better language models tend

to estimate surprisal values that fit human data better (Frank

et al., 2015; Goodkind & Bicknell, 2018). In analysis Stage 2,

we are interested in ascertaining whether the relation between

language model accuracy and goodness-of-fit to human data

differs between network architectures.

We quantify language model accuracy as the average log-

probability (i.e., negative average surprisal) estimated over

the experimental sentences, weighted by the number of times

each word token takes part in the analysis described above,

that is, for how many participants the data on this word was

not excluded. Following this, we fit Generalized Additive

Mixed Models (GAMMs), for each of the three RNN types

and human data sets separately, to predict the goodness-of-fit

measures (from analysis Stage 1) from the language model

accuracies, with network training repetition as a random ef-

fect. This is done using the R package mgcv (Wood, 2004).

Results

Language modelling results

Figure 1 reports on the perplexities of the 18 individual lan-

guage models at 9 different points during training. While the

SRNs set in at lower perplexity than the gated networks early

in training, the latter ultimately outperform the simple RNNs.

Language model performance steadily increases throughout

training but a saturation of the language model performance

seems only to commence at the final training steps.

Statistial modelling results

Figure 2 displays the goodness-of-fit measures from analysis

Stage 1 for each human data set, as well as the fitted curves re-

lating goodness-of-fit to language model accuracy from anal-

ysis Stage 2. These plots clearly show that well-trained lan-

guage models estimate surprisal values that account for read-
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Figure 1: Perplexity on the experimental sentences for each

of three RNN types at nine different training corpus sizes.

At each training size there are six models of each type with

different sentence orderings and initial weights. Data points

are subjected to horizontal jitter to improve readability.

ing times and N400 size, and that the goodness-of-fit gener-

ally improves as the language models more accurately cap-

ture the linguistic patterns. Interestingly, for lower levels of

linguistic accuracy, corresponding to models trained on rela-

tively few sentences, the effect of surprisal on gaze duration

size is reversed, in that higher surprisal correlates with faster

reading. The cause of this reversal remains to be identified.

The gated RNN models reach higher levels of language

model accuracy than the SRNs, which is why they can also

outperform SRNs in terms of goodness-of-fit. For similar

levels of language model accuracy, however, the three model

types account for similar quantities of variance in the human

processing data, as is evident from the largely overlapping

confidence intervals of the fitted GAMM curves.

This does not imply that different network types make no

independent contributions to human data prediction. To test

whether the models differ qualitatively in that one RNN ex-

plains unique variance over and above the others, we average

the surprisal values over the six fully trained versions of each

network architecture. Next, we fit linear mixed models in-

cluding the surprisals from two of the three RNN types and

then test whether that regression model fits the data better

than a regression with only a single set of surprisal values.

That is, for each pair of RNN types we ask whether one ex-

plains human data over and above the other.

Table 2 shows model comparisons, testing for the signif-

icance of adding the surprisal from the models displayed in

rows to the models in columns. The comparisons reveal sta-

tistically significant effects of GRU and LSTM surprisal over

and above SRN surprisal in all three data sets. For the EEG

data, SRN surprisal also explains variance not yet explained
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Figure 2: Top row: results from analysis Stage 1. The goodness-of-fit of surprisal to human data is plotted as a function of

language model accuracy. Bottom row: results from analysis Stage 2. Plotted are the fitted GAMM curves relating goodness-

of-fit to language model accuracy. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. Panels on the left, middle, and right side

are for SPR, ET, and EEG data, respectively.

by the gated networks.

Discussion

Our comparison of the abilities of SRNs, GRUs, and LSTMs

to predict human reading-time and N400 measures (via the

networks’ word-surprisal estimates) do not reveal any large

or reliable difference between the three RNN types, at least,

not as long as the different networks’ accuracies as language

models do not differ. The two gated networks do form better

language models than the SRN, resulting in more precise pre-

dictions of human data at the highest levels of language model

accuracy. However, if the human cognitive system would em-

ploy mechanisms akin to the gates in GRU/LSTM recurrent

cells, we would expect GRU/LSTM-based surprisal to show

better fit than SRN-based surprisal to the human processing

data, even without any difference in language model accu-

racy. Our analyses do not support this conclusion.

The gated RNNs explain variance over and above what is

accounted for by the SRNs on SPR, ET, and EEG data. This

is an expected effect, given that gated networks form better

language models. Their ability to encode relations between

word tokens along larger spans is likely giving them a clear

advantage in accounting for human data. More surprisingly,

on the EEG data the SRNs also explain a portion of variance

that is distinct from the one explained by the gated networks.

This finding may suggest a potential insensitivity of the N400

ERP component to long-distance dependencies, at least to the

extent that N400 size reflects word predictability. Converging

evidence for this interpretation is presented by Frank et al.

(2015) who demonstrate that an n-gram language model with

a context size of three words explains variance over and above

an SRN on the same data set.

Conclusion

While gated recurrent neural networks provide better lan-

guage models than simple recurrent networks, our investiga-

tions do not indicate that they have any substantial or reli-

able advantage as cognitive models of sentence reading, in

addition to what is expected from their superior language

modeling abilities. Nevertheless, gated networks consistently

reached higher linguistic accuracy. This fact alone makes the

use of gated RNN advisable not only from a language model-

ing point of view but also for psycholinguistics (and cognitive

science more in general) when as much variance in human

data as possible needs to be explained, for example when sur-

prisal is used as a covariate in studies that aim to find a unique
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Table 2: Results from regression model comparisons between RNN types. Each χ2-statistic is the outcome of a log-likelihood

ratio test for whether the network type in the table row accounts for variance in the human data over and above the network

type in the table column. Asterisks indicate statistical significance level after multiple-comparison correction (Benjamini &

Hochberg, 1995): * = p < .05; ** = p < .01 ; *** = p < .001.

Exp. SRN GRU LSTM

SPR

SRN χ2(4) = 3.20 χ2(4) = 3.69

GRU χ2(4) = 12.7* χ2(4) = 1.29

LSTM χ2(4) = 18.1** χ2(4) = 6.22

ET

SRN χ2(4) = 6.18 χ2(4) = 8.70

GRU χ2(4) = 15.6* χ2(4) = 0.46

LSTM χ2(4) = 22.5*** χ2(4) = 4.88

EEG

SRN χ2(2) = 10.9* χ2(2) = 8.65*

GRU χ2(2) = 26.0*** χ2(2) = 3.26

LSTM χ2(2) = 21.7*** χ2(2) = 1.22

effects of some additional predictor.
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